NC Locate Resolution Partnership Committee Meeting
Charlotte
April 26, 2017

Attendees:
John Lecco
Roger Richards
Tom Kraft
Cory Hunter
Tim Yarbro
Kevin Comalander
Paul Carrico
Chris Russ
Tami Stout
B.W. Allen
Shawn Baumgartner
If possible, let us share information between Charlotte/Wake locations so we are not recreating the
wheel.
Discussion about NC811 putting together a white lining video that uses Best Practices. Trying to get
consensus about proper white lining techniques. Ann Rushing & Chris Russ met at the NC811 board
meeting to discuss CGA Best Practices. This white lining video would be shared across the state to
attempt to get stakeholders to develop uniformity. There may also be an opportunity to a potholing
Best Practice video presentation to share.
Paul Carrico-reminder-don’t update tickets for work done. Also, do not update tickets for work that you
are not going back to complete for a month. It improves the quality/and the amount of ticket volume.
There is one location that has called in for locates six times, that has 29 acres. (Jeff B. has this
information)
Some advice for Spirit Communications-White lining-discussion about putting your company name/date
in paint. The cost is labor/paint. Do not call in both sides of the road. Meet on site to discuss work area
prior to work (pre-construction meeting) Pre-cons make a HUGE difference.
White lining video will be helpful as far as interpretation. Question was asked if homeowners are asked
if they plan to white line. Yes, they are. However, it is unknown if they understand what white lining is.
Can the information be emailed to them? Or Safe Digging Practices information? They can review this
information during the 3-day waiting period prior to excavation.
Spirit-Would like to do another stakeholder meet & greet. Get familiarity with the area and try to get
ahead of any issues that may arise.
Next meeting May 31st at 11:00 at Matthews Town Hall

Tami Stout

